
METHODS AND MODELS OF APLLIED RESEARCH 

Number of credits: 4 ECTS 

Course period: half semester / 4 classes (2 lecture + 2 seminars) per week 

Language of Instruction: English 

 

Instructor:  Ivan Savin, PhD 

Office Phone: +7 (343) 261-45-18 

E-mail: ivanvsavin@hotmail.com 

Course description 

The course is aimed to give its participants basic knowledge about numerical 

methods that use random numbers to compute quantities of interest, generate 

artificial datasets with either pre-specified parameters or mimicking original 

(empirical) data sets, providing sensitivity analysis for this type of data sets and by 

this giving evidence on the usefulness/effectiveness of the quantitative 

(econometric) instruments used by researchers. Furthermore, participants will have 

an opportunity to learn more about application of random numbers in economic 

modeling (agent-based modeling) and evolutionary optimization methods being 

applied to different areas. 

Participants will apply the methods themselves using econometric software (the 

lecture will be based on R) at the end of each day of the course. They are 

encouraged to bring and use their own datasets, but there will also be datasets 

provided by the lecturer. 

Prerequisites 

Knowledge of linear algebra is a prerequisite. Some basic knowledge of 

programming is not required but desirable. 

Course outline 

Week 1.  

Lecture  1 - Introduction to Monte Carlo methods, Software introduction 

Lecture 2. Probability review and random number generation 

Practice 1. First exercises. Independent work. 

Week 2.  

Lecture 3-4. Sampling from different distributions. 

Practice 2. Independent work. 



Week 3.  

Lecture 5. Artificial dataset construction and data resampling. 

Practice 3.  Related exercises. Independent work 

Week 4.  

Lecture 6. Optimization by Monte Carlo methods: heuristic optimization.  

Lecture 7. Discrete and continuous applications. 

Practice 4.  Related exercises. Independent work 

Week 5.  

Lecture 8.  Introduction to agent-based modeling.  

Lecture 9. Basic and more advanced examples  

Practice 5.  Related exercises. Independent work  

Week 6.  

Seminar 1-6.  Group presentations on the topic chosen followed by discussions 

Final evaluation  
 

Assignments 

A list of exercises will be distributed in the class 

Examination 

A PowerPoint (or Prezi, or OpenOffice) presentation of 15-20 slides prepared by a 

working group (depending on the number of students in the class but not more than 

three students in a group) on one of the issues covered in the course using literature 

from a pre-specified list of references. The presentation will be followed by a Q 

and A session. Each presenter is expected to demonstrate understanding of the 

topic, appraise aftermath of implementing random numbers to the question of 

interest and express critical thinking with regard to potential weaknesses in the 

paper or its further extensions. 

Course evaluation 

20% active participation in practical exercises  

80% group project 
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